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Author's Note

Mahatma Gandhi has been an inspiring figure for people around the world. His 

devotion to the poorest of the poor and radical calls for village self-determination 

makes him a light of wisdom in the work of development. GRAVIS has carried that 

philosophy and worked hard to become one of the leading NGOs in India in the last 

31 years. I have been fortunate enough to work with this organization and have seen 

their interventions in rural development. 

On a field visit, I stopped to talk to a group of villagers about their naadi (village 

pond) and go over some options for maintaining sanitation as it was their sole source 

of drinking water. I watched as the group of five to seven men all gave out 

suggestions which the GRAVIS staff member carefully took down. After a few 

minutes, he began to draw a model in the sand of the bund system the villagers had 

suggested. As an outsider, it was a refreshing sight to see the development 

organization know when to listen and let the villagers guide the conversation. So 

many failed projects owe their lack of success to the inability to truly hear what the 

community needs. This image, and so many others, I will take with me and cherish 

as they depict what I believe to be at the core of development work. Respect. 

It is with honor and gratitude that I submit this annual report to recount the 

successes of the last year. GRAVIS staff continually works to touch the lives of 

villagers and I am blessed to have had the opportunity. 

Alessandra Roup

Seattle University 
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From the Governing Board 

My association with GRAVIS has been long and it has been very worthwhile being on the 

Governing Board of the organization for the last few years. GRAVIS is truly a ground level, 

grass-roots organization that connects with communities directly and work in a very 

participatory way with people of rural India. The philosophy that drives GRAVIS has been 

based on social justice, gender equality and comprehensive rural development. 

In the recent past, GRAVIS has strongly focused on issues related to drought mitigation 

and climate change and water and food security. Other areas of thrust and expansion have 

been focusing on healthcare and empowerment of women. Overall, the work is holistic and 

takes a multipronged approach to achieve comprehensive development.  Most 

marginalized communities and most remote areas have always been the priority for 

GRAVIS in order to reach out to the most unreached populations. 

In the past year, GRAVIS' work has expanded to new areas of the Thar Desert. The work on 

women and children's health, girl child education and micro finance have been of particular 

interest to me.  I also understand that community based organizations have been the 

strength of GRAVIS and their constant capacity building is very satisfying.  

I wish GRAVIS continues its good work in the coming year and in future years. This type of 

community based work is extremely important for rural India and for grass-root 

development. 

Dr. Archna Kumar
Member of GRAVIS Governing Board 





GRAVIS was founded in 1983 with the thoughts of rural reconstruction in mind. Visions of a 

“universal rising” or Sarvodaya motivated GRAVIS founders begin their commitment to the 

poorest of the poor. The work of GRAVIS began over thirty years ago in a village about 60 

kilometers out of Jodhpur called Gagadi. 

GRAVIS is a non-governmental organization (NGO) promoting rural development. The 

fundamental basis of our work is the mitigation of drought in the Thar Desert, Rajasthan. 

GRAVIS' 31 years of experience has taught us that development – especially in a drought-prone 

area – cannot be confined to one issue. In order to maximize impact in an area, it is fundamental 

to take an inclusive approach which accounts for all the socio-economic aspects of living in an 

arid region. 

GRAVIS' ethos is strongly rooted in Gandhian principles. Two principles are particularly 

important in our work. Gravis promotes sustainable development through Gram Swaraj or 

village self-rule and Sarvodaya. Gandhi's philosophy of village self-rule is the creation of an 

independent and self-sufficient village which is not reliant on others for the provision of its 

needs. Gandhi believed that 'power resides in the people', and Gravis gives village communities 

the tools needed to empower themselves to rise out of poverty.

Currently, GRAVIS runs projects in 1,200 villages and covers a wide variety of needs including 

water security, education, health, gender equality, and much more. From our humble beginnings 

in one village community, we now serve over 1.2 million villagers in and around the Thar Desert. 

Although we now work on a much larger scale our commitment to our founding principles has 

never faltered. 

About Gravis
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WHO WE ARE 

The Great Indian Thar Desert
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Livestock is the backbone of Thar Desert economy
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Water fetching from long distance is a routine task for rural women
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EDUCATION

Education and literacy are inarguably the key elements to a self-reliant life and open the door to 

an independent and secured future. In rural area of the Thar, however, the chores and burdens of 

everyday life interfere with the chance to undergo formal education. Where the government 

programmes for primary education still reach the villages, dropout rates are high, especially 

during drought years and enrolment of girl is generally low. The remotest areas of the Thar are 

not even reached by these programmes. 

Primary Schools

GRAVIS is committed to bring education to the remotest areas of the Thar, where it is currently 

running 45 primary schools and promotes the enrolment of girls in the villages. In our schools we 

provide education pertinent to village life, teaching topics including environment, health and 

hygiene and peace. Schoolchildren are provided with school lunches and health care. The school 

once founded by GRAVIS have now been handed over to either the government or the VDCs and 

are run and supported by those institutions. Till date, GRAVIS has set up 91 schools in the Thar 

Desert, out of which 46 have been handed over to the government or the community.  

PROGRESS MADE IN 2013-14

Children getting primary education in remote hamlets of desert



Village Education Committees

In order to operate education initiatives effectively, Village Education Committees (VECs) have 

been formed on village level. In these VECs we ensure an adequate representation of women 

(about 50%). The VECs are in charge of monitoring the school's long- and short-term activities: 

they manage the community's education fund and the distribution of teachers' salaries. They 

also acquire food and other resources and materials for the school. In addition, the VECs are 

responsible for linking the schools to government programmes and deciding on the curriculum 

and teaching methods.

Gravis 2013-14
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Activities   Total Numbers

Primary schools  45

Girls enrolled   1,243

Boys enrolled   1,957

Teachers   50

A rainwater harvesting taanka

Work on education 



WATER SECURITY

Thar is a water deprived region and due to constant droughts, communities have to deal with an 

ongoing water shortage. In a year, at an average Thar receives about 200 mm of rains. Water 

shortage has deep impact on women and girls as they have to bear the burden of water fetching 

for the household. Adverse impacts on water insecurity are seen on economic conditions oh 

households and their overall health status. GRAVIS since its inception has been strongly 

focusing on ensuring water security for the communities through rainwater harvesting 

solutions, training and capacity building. Following rain-water harvesting techniques are 

currently used by GRAVIS in Thar.

A taanka is a covered cylindrical tank with the capacity to store 20,000 liters collecting from a 30-

foot catchment area. 

A Naadi is a village pond serving the needs of the local community. GRAVIS' work in promoting 

the Naadi in rural Thar communities has been to reinstate the importance of Naadis to the local 

community, as well as to ensure the Village Development Committees, who are in charge of the 

Naadi, understand the requirements of maintenance of the Naadi – particularly in regards to 

hygiene. 

A Beri provides large underground storage by collecting the run-off during the Monsoon and 

storing it within a percolation well, covered by concrete, which stores large amounts of water 

underground. A further benefit to Beris is that the earth below is filled with calcium carbonate 

and sodium bicarbonate deposits which serve to purify the water – making it safer to drink. 

Gravis 2013-14
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Water security progress till date 

Activity   In 2013-14 Total till date Families benefited to date

Construction of taankas 159  6,111 18,333

Construction of Beris 16  579 2,895

Construction of desilting  3  256 780,000
of naadis
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Woman uses local method of pest control in plant
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Agriculture and Food Security progress till date 

Activity  In 2013-14 Total till date Families benefited to date

Construction and repair  45  4899 14,697

of khadins 

Seed banks  5  458 458

Horticulture units  105  3,639 10,917

Community   3  64 64,000

pastureland/Orans 

Crop demonstrations 10  218 218

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

With a high risk of drought and consequently crop failure, keeping animals such as sheep, goats, 

cows and camels is a vital backing for farmers. However, the keeping of animal breeds not 

adapted to the desert climate and poor nutrition of animals as a consequence of high livestock 

numbers leads to poor yields in dairy produce. GRAVIS promotes local breeds like the 

Tharparkar and provides trainings for animal owners where they learn about animal health, 

nutrition and keeping. In the villages we train para vets who can treat minor animal diseases in 

due time and we supply them with a para vet kit when they have completed their training course 

with us. We continuously work towards the improvement of animal health to make livestock a 

reliable and efficient secondary source of nutrition and income.

GRAVIS also runs a holistic breed programme where it provides pure-breed bulls from certified 

centres in order to achieve better yields and animal health. In order to supply the animals with 

sufficient fodder, GRAVIS has established several community pastures.

Animal Husbandry in 2013-14

Activity   Numbers

Animal camps   3

Bulls distributed  1

Pasture Developed  5
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GRAVIS Hospital
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Eye screening of a patient
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Health care activities 2013-14

GRAVIS Hospital   2013-14

Number of patients treated   23,462

Number of general/eye surgeries conducted 746

Number of immunisations provided  552

Number of malaria patients treated  220

Number of TB patients treated   34

Health care in the field   2013-14
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AGEING

India is home to over 100 million elderly people. The Thar Desert also has a large number elderly 

people living constantly under the shadows of poverty, food and water shortages and inadequate 

healthcare. One of the key focus areas for GRAVIS work is to reach out to older people and 

provide them the support, and also to ensure older people's participation and leadership in the 

overall community development at village level. GRAVIS has been partnering with Help Age 

International and other agencies focused on ageing over last 12 years. 

An Ageing Campaign

Ageing progress till date 

Interventions     Numbers

Village Older People Associations   78

Age demand Action (ADA) campaigns  3

Health care in the field      2013-14

Total number of VHWs/peer educators trained   20

Number of medical camps      75

Number of patients treated in medical camps   3,765

Number of childcare programmes     1

Total number of children attending childcare programmes  360

Number of Eye Screening Camps     10
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MINEWORKERS' RIGHTS

Mining communities of the Thar Desert are an impoverished group and have to live with severe 

health problems including occupational lung diseases. GRAVIS realizes the challenges 

mineworkers have to face in a drought impacted area and has been leading a campaign over last 

20 years focused on educating mineworkers about their lives and health conditions, developing 

synergies between mine owners, mine workers and government authorities and implementing 

interventions focused on health and education for mining communities. 

WOMEN'S RIGHTS

GRAVIS has a strong belief in developing women leadership in the Thar Desert – an area where 

women have traditionally lived lives of isolation and hard work. Their rights in the families and 

communities have been neglected and women of Thar have lived in poverty, illiteracy and poor 

health. GRAVIS interventions on empowering women range from leadership development and 

capacity building to microfinance, girl child education and women's health intervention. 

Work on women till date 

Interventions     Numbers

Leadership trainings     10

Number of Self Help Groups (SHG)  1,621

SHG members      19,452

Gravis

An aerial view of a sand-stone mine
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PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATIONS

The foundation of Gravis' work is in Gram Swaraj – or village self-rule – which ensure 

sustainability of our projects through maximizing the participation of its beneficiaries. This 

participatory approach to development promotes self-reliance and community empowerment. 

The CBO structure strengthens the interconnectedness of the community which reduces its 

vulnerability to risk by providing a safety network. This reduction of risk is particularly 

fundamental in an area in which there is low climate stability. 

To achieve this participation, Gravis assists communities in establishing 'Community Based 

Organizations' which take several forms:

Village Development Committee (VDC) : Village Development Committees are the core of 

Gravis' development strategy. VDCs are one of the first interventions in a development of a 

village. VDCs are established through local election and are comprised of representatives from 

both genders and all castes, religious and social groups. The VDC are responsible for the 

assessment and selection of beneficiaries, as well as liaising with local Panchayats (council) and 

Gravis staff. GRAVIS currently works with 835 VDCs.

Self-Help Group (SHG) : Self-Help Groups are designed to promote women's empowerment 

by giving them a social and financial network in which they can access livelihood. One of the 

activities of the SHG is inter-loaning which is initially started from the Gravis fund but, in time, 

becomes self-sustaining. This system means women can access funds to generate their own 

income through developing their livelihood. This economic independence gives them greater 

status both in the home and in the community. There are currently 1,621 SHGs working with 

GRAVIS.

Village Older People's Association (VOPA) :  Village Older People's Associations give old 

people a stake in the development of their communities by giving them an organized voice. These 

organisations promote the status of older people in desert communities. 78 VOPAs have been 

formed and supported by GRAVIS.

Farmers Association : Farmers' Associations are a network of farmers from different castes 

who are given the resources to help increase drought-resilient farming techniques. They have 

monthly meetings to exchange knowledge and training and exposure visits to increase 

awareness on farming practices in arid regions. 75 farmers clubs have been formed and 

supported by GRAVIS.

Work on mineworkers till date

 Interventions     Numbers

Total mineworkers covered    150,000

Health camps      24

Schools for mineworkers children   9
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In order to promote girl child education in Thar, GRAVIS has started bicycle scholarship for girls 

who aspire to go to middle and high schools for getting higher education. Over 100 bicycle 

scholarships have been awarded last year. This programme has been supported by our partners 

Traditional Foundation, US and Asha for Education, US.  

NEW INITIATIVES OF THE YEAR 

Gravis

BICYCLES FOR EDUCATION

Bicycle distribution to school going girls

INNOVATION PLATFORM

Under the Consortium Research Programme (CRP) supported by International Crop Research 

Institute for Semi Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), GRAVIS organized innovation platform meetings in 

the year along with CAZRI. These meetings focused on generating various stakeholders 

TB ADVOCATES

An effort supported by International Union against TB and Lung Diseases has been taken up by 

GRAVIS under which TB advocates are being trained. These advocates will work on TB at the 

community level for greater awareness generation. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

Research studies and publication are important part of GRAVIS work. During the year, a 

number of research studies were published by GRAVIS on many aspects of community 

development. These include: 

In English

- Future of preventing silicosis

- Drought, health, and nutrition

- Determining older people's health

- Impacting older people's health 

- Adequate food for all

In Hindi 

- Hamare ped

- Unnat Krishi Margdarshika

GRAVIS BLOG

In the year gone by, GRAVIS launched its blog on its website. We update our readers about our 

work through the blog. At the same time, we invite our supporters and friends to ahre their views 

through our blog. The link is: 

https://gravisindia.wordpress.com/  
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ADMINISTRARTIVE, FINANCIAL AND GENERAL 
DETAILS OF THE YEAR 

PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED IN 2013-14

Project title Location Main activities

Crèche Programme 12 units in Jodhpur District Day care for rural children

Community Eye 

Health and 

Community based 

Rehabilitation 

programme

150 villages in 

Jodhpur District

Community eye care activities 

provision of ophthalmic 

treatment through eye care 

unit, and community based 

rehabilitation programme

Promoting Integrated 

Health in Thar (PIHT)

20 villages in Jodhpur Health services and health

education

Drip Irrigation for 

Small farmers 

Phalodi block of Jodhpur Small scale framing through 

Drip Irrigation 

Resilient dry-land systems 

survey - ICRISAT

Western Rajasthan Farming practices survey

Extending Education – 

Worthington Foundation

Jodhpur, Barmer, 

Bikaner and 

Jaisalmer Districts

Building schools 

logistic support

GIVE supported projects GRAVIS work area Water security, fruit gardens,

 education, health

GRAVIS Gramodyog Gagadi and Khedapa

 centres of GRAVIS

Production of spices, oil and 

wheat porridge

GRAVIS Hospital 100 villages around

Tinwari village

Provision of professional 

curative and diagnostic 

health care

Integrated Community 

Development Programme

12 villages of Jodhpur Water and food security,

primary health and overall 

empowerment of community

KRIYA GRAVIS work area Women empowerment through

 income generation by 

vocational trainings and 

micro-finance
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Project title Location Main activities

Mine Labourers' Welfare 

Programme III

Mining area of Barmer, 

Bikaner, Jaisalmer & Nagaur

Mineworkers' entitlements, 

health education, advocacy

Food security among 

mineworkers

Mining area of Barmer, B

ikaner, Jaisalmer and Nagaur

Food security for mineworkers

Flood relief programme Bikaner district Flood relief and supplies,

 rehabilitation

Flood relief in Uttarakhand Tehri district of Uttarakhand Rehabilitation and shelter 

for victim families 

PPI – Biosand filter programme Bap block of Jodhpur Filtration of water 

Promoting older people led 

community action (POC)

12 villages of Jodhpur and 

Jaisalmer District

Empowering older people 

through water security, food 

and agriculture security, health 

care and livestock rearing

REVIVE Jodhpur District Supporting farming and 

water harvesting

Targeted interventions Barmer District HIV/AIDS prevention

Integrated Water Resource 

Management 

Jodhpur District Water harvesting practices

 and trainings

VIKALP Jodhpur District Rainwater harvesting, 

plantation, livestock and 

health care

Water, health and education for 

women and children of the Thar

Jodhpur District Water, health and education

Water and sanitation 

programme - PWX

Baap block of Jodhpur Construction of water-harvesting

structures and trainings

Mitigating Poverty in Western 

Rajasthan(MPOWER)

Baap Block in Jodhpur District 

and Sankra (Pokran) in

 Jaiselmar District.

Women Empowerment through 

Self Help Group.

TB Programme Western Rajasthan Education and training on TB
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OUR PARTNERS

National and International Partners

Name Country

Association for Rural Advancement through Voluntary Action and Local 

Initiative (ARAVALI)
India

Asha for Education USA

Central Social Welfare Board, Govt. of India India

Centre for Advancement and Relief Everywhere (CARE) International

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) Canada

Catholic Relief Services (CRS) USA

Food first Information and Action Network (FIAN) Germany

France Liberties France

Government of Rajasthan India

Giving Impetus to Voluntary Action (GIVE) India

Gillings School of Public Health, University of North Carolina USA

Global Fund for Women USA

Global Giving USA

Help the Aged United  Kingdom

Help Age International

International Development Exchange USA

Indian Friends in America USA

Indian Relief and Education Fund (IREF) USA

Lady Irwin College, New Delhi India

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India India

United  Kingdom

Ministry of Rural Development, Govt. of India India

MISEREOR Germany

NABARD, Govt. of India India

National Rural Health Mission, Govt. of India India

One Prosper Canada 

Bioversity International India

International Crop Research Institute for the Semi Arid Tropics  (ICRISAT) India

CEE India
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Name Country

Prayas India

Suzlon Foundation India

Sight Savers International United Kingdom

TechnoServe India

The Union against TB and Lung Diseases India

Tsao Foundation Singapore

Traditional Medicinals USA

Tampere University Students Union (TAMY) Finland

Vista Hermosa Foundation USA

Worthington Foundation USA

World Culture Institute USA

Wells for India United Kingdom

WHO, Geneva Switzerland

Our grassroots partners

Health, Environment and Development Consortium (HEDCON)

Jan Kaylan and Gram Vikas Sansthan (JKGVS)

Kshetriya Gramotthan Samiti (KGS)

Kshetriya Samagra Lok Vikas Sangh (KSLVS)

L.C. Tyagi Memorial Trust

Swarajya Trust

Sandesh Sansthan

Vasundhara Sewa Samiti (VSS)

Zila Gramin Vikas Sansthan (ZGVS)

GRAVIS OFFICES
 GRAVIS Head Office, Jodhpur                               GRAVIS Hospital, Tinwari

 GRAVIS Field Center, Jelu-Gagadi                       GRAVIS Field Center, Bhalu Rajwan

 GRAVIS Field Center, Osian                                  GRAVIS Field Center, Baap

 GRAVIS Field Center, Kalron                                GRAVIS Field Center, Shekhasar

 GRAVIS Field Center, Pabupura                           GRAVIS Field Center, Pokran 

 GRAVIS Field Center, Pali                                     GRAVIS Field Center, Balotra

 GRAVIS Field Center, Soorsagar                           GRAVIS Field Center, Jaislamer

GRAVIS Field Center, Chohtan

UNDP India

Peer Water Exchange (PWX)

People for Progress in India 

Population Foundation of India

India

USA 

India
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GRAVIS' GOVERNING BOARD

Name of Board Member
Designation in the 

Board
Gender Background

Uma Shankar Tripathi Chair-person M Educationist

Dr. R. P. Dhir Vice Chair-person Agriculture 

Scientist

M

Shashi Tyagi Secretary F Educationist

Dr. S. M. Mohnot Member M Zoologist

Dr. G. M. Singhvi Member M Retired Judge, 

Social Activist

Leela Vyas Member F Development

 Activist

Dr. Archna Kumar Member F Professor

Laxman Singh Member M Farmer

Saraswati Kumar Member F Development 

Activist

Dr. Prakash Tyagi Member M Medical Doctor

N. A. Ansari Member M Civil Engineer
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FINANCIAL DETAILS
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 Amount (Rs.)Expenditure  Amount (Rs.) Income 

To    Administrative expenditure other  3,685,613.37 By Interest from  2,534,227.72
 than those directly debited to    Bank & Others
 earmarked projects ( expenses   
 charged from various earmarked 
 projects Rs.11841858 /-)

 Total Exp. 14552108.37
 Les Exp. Charged from Various 
 projects   10866495.00

To,   Recurring expenditure on  400,436.00  By  General 1,975,063.00
 activities other than earmarked     donation 
 projects    

To  Gravis own contribution to  143,161.00 By  Misc. income  182,431.00
 earmarked projects    (Including 
    tractors charge 
    recovered) 

To  Grants written off 464,780.00  By Agriculture &   180,000.00
    Nursery income 

To  Interest on workers welfare fund 845,401.00  By Boarding   107,410.00
    charges from  
    workers &  
    training 
    workshops 

To Property & Equipment fund created  128,994.00  By Sale of Assets  1,178,500.00 
 (Assets incurred out of own fund)   (Bengati Land) 

To Exp. on running of GRAVIS School 336,000.00  By Income applies   52,911,934.19
    on earmarked  

    projects to the  

    extent grants
     utilized (See 
    contra) 

To Expenditure on earmarked projects  52,911,934.19    
 to the extent grants utilized     
 ( See contra)     

To  Excess of Income Over Expenditure  153,331.35  By Member fee  85.00                 
 tr. to General Fund    

 Total 59,069,650.91   Total  59,069,650.91

Abridged Consolidated Income & Expenditure Statement 

for the year ended on 31st March 2014

3/458, Milkmen Colony, Pal Road, Jodhpur - 342 008
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Abridged Balance Sheet

As on 31st March 2014

Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti

3/458, Milk Men Colony Pal Road, Jodhpur - 342 008 

LIABILITIES

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
FUND

GENERAL FUND

CORPUS FUND

WORKERS WELFARE FUND &
SECURITY DEPOSIT

AIDS & FUNDS FOR SPECIFIC
EARMARKED PROJECTS

SUNDAY CREDITORS &
PROVISIONS

Amount (Rs.) ASSETS  Amount (Rs.)

FIXED ASSETS61,297,219.75

S. DEBTORS, ADVANCE &

SECURITY DEPOSITS

INVESTMENTS

* ICICI MIS
Growth

* HDFC MIS
Growth

* DHFL MIS

* FDR

2,629,012.90

12,980,697.97

17,381,811.23

16,747,745.90

5,702,556.12

Total

400,000.00

400,000.00

132,000.00

24,475,969.00

GRANTS FOR SPECFIC

EARMARKED PROJECTS

RECEIVED (Grants awaiting

reimbursement)

CLOSING STOCK

 *Cash in Hand

CASH AT BANK

*Cash at bank 17,064,112.45

Total

61,297,219.75

4,926,581.46

25,407,969.00

7,940,289.23

102,871.98

17,064,112.45

102871.98

116,739,043.87 116,739,043.87
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Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti

Abridged Receipt & Payment Account  for the year ended on 31.03.14

Receipts Amount (Rs) Payment Amount (Rs)

To Opening Balance   By Expenditure on Purchase  3,353,427.00
  of Fixed Assets  

Cash In Hand           3194908.68  FCRA Fund            2924433.00 

  Local   Fund            300,000.00 
Cash at Bank           7118282.18 10,313,190.86 Own Fund               128,994.00

To receipt against Corpus Fund  By  Revenue  Expenditure on  
  Running the  Earmarked 
  Projects against Foreign  
(including interested Rs. 37981/-)  1,437,981.00  Contribution 34,958,530.37

To Grant Received for Specific   
Earmarked Projects-Foreign   By  Revenue  Expenditure on       
Contribution (Including Rs.  650,192/-  Running the  Earmarked  
Interest from Bank & others) 43,680,642.74 Projects against  local fund 14,547,495.82

To Grant received for Specific    By Contribution to Earmarked  
earmarked local contribution 14,120,647.00 projects 143,161.00

  By Administrative & other Exp   
  at HO excluding amount  
To General Donation  197,5063.00 charged to Earmarked Projects 3,685,613.37

To Interest from Bank(Other than   By Exp on activity other than  
received on Earmarked Fund) 2,534,227.72 Earmarked 400,436.00

  By Expenditure at other  
To Misc Income ( Excluding Tractor   Branches of GRAVIS (School,  
Charge  from Projects) 182,431.00 etc.) 336,000.00

To Agriculture Income 180,000.00   

To Boarding Charges ( Excluding   To decrease in Sundry and 
Charged   '     from Projects) 107,410.00 provisions 625,144.27

To Membership fee 85.00 To increase loan and Advance (net) 2,220,482.56
   
  By Closing Balance
  
  Cash In Hand             
  102871.98
To Sale of land (local fund assets) 1,178,500 Cash at Bank         17064112.45 17,166,984.43

To Decrease in investments and  289,998.00
fixed deposit with banks

To Received against workers welfare    
fund Gratuity fund, etc. 1,437,098.50  

 Total    Total 77,437,274.82 77,437,274.82
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Glossary 

Aanganwadi – Govt. health centre

Beri – Percolation well

Gram Sabha – Village meeting

Gram Swaraj – Village self-rule

Gochar – Pastureland

Khadin – Earthen bund, dyke

Naadi – Village pond

Oran – Village forest 

Panchayat – Local self-governance 

Para-vets – Veterinary workers

Taanka – Drinking water storage tank 
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Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti (GRAVIS) or Center of 

People's Science for Rural Development is a non-

governmental, voluntary organization that takes a 

Gandhian approach to rural development by working 

with the poor of the Thar Desert to enable them to help 

themselves. Since its inception in 1983, GRAVIS has 

worked with over 58,000 desert families across over 

1200 villages in Rajasthan reaching a population of over 

1.2 million, and has established over 2,800 Community 

Based Organizations (CBOs). Through its dedicated field 

work, as well as its research and publications, GRAVIS 

has come to occupy a leading position amongst the 

voluntary organizations in the region. 

3/437, 3/458, M.M. Colony, Pal Road, 

Jodhpur, 342008, Rajasthan, India. 

Phones : 91 291 2785 317, 2785 116

Fax   : 91 291 2785 116

Email   : email@gravis.org.in

www.gravis.org.in 

© 2014 GRAVIS 

All rights reserved.
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GRAVIS is registered under Rajasthan Societies Registration Act and under section 80 (G)
and has tax exemption under section 12 A of IT Act, 1961


